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From Nov. 25 to 27, fifteen sections of the Ontario Medical Association (OMA) held
referendums on whether to leave the OMA and join the Ontario Specialists
Association (OSA) or stay in the OMA. By majority vote, eight sections voted to
leave the OMA and join the OSA. Seven other sections voted to remain in the
OMA.

I have previously written, on Nov. 13, about the power imbalance between the OMA
board and the OMA sections, and subsequently responded to the OMA president’s
comments about my original article on November 22.

The OMA’s actions during this historic referendum are deeply concerning.
Especially concerning are the OMA board and president’s handling of
communications during the vote (which they are erroneously calling a “poll”).

My concerns were outlined in my prior articles, but I wish to re-iterate some key points:

1. The OMA board hides behind privacy laws that do not apply and refuses to provide section chairs with
their full membership email lists. The OMA has full access to all section member emails and
communicates with them without delay, without notice, and without the section chair’s approval.
Meanwhile, for the section leaders . . . not so much.

2. Because the OMA is setup so that they control the email list, section chairs were not able to fully
communicate with all their members. Furthermore, the OMA blocked (censored) at least one key early
communication from a section chair. These are clear violations of our chapter two Charter rights,
namely our rights of freedom of speech and freedom of association.

3. At the same time that the OMA was actively blocking the ability of section chairs to freely
communicate with their full membership, and while the referendum polls were still open, the OMA sent
out a series of unauthorized emails. Notably, on Nov. 26, the OMA president sent an inaccurate and
misleading email to all members of the section on emergency medicine regarding a defeated council
motion regarding section relativity.

4. This unauthorized communication to section members was a direct violation of the OMA
communication policy that requires a section chair’s approval for
any communications sent to their members.

This is typical of how the OMA disenfranchises its members by setting up an unequal playing field. The OMA
has no issue with imposing draconian rules upon section leadership, making it almost impossible to engage
in effective advocacy, while at the same time allowing themselves maximum flexibility in their (non)
adherence to the rule of law as codified in the OMA policies.

Under these conditions why have sections at all? Section leaders that get to look behind the curtain, and
who chose to speak out and act against the injustice within the organization that they are witness to, are met
full force with personal attacks and crushing and expensive PR campaigns.

For the record, there was an enormously high turn-out for the section-led referendum. In some sections,
nearly 70% of eligible voters cast a vote. This is unprecedented in OMA history. By comparison, in the spring
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of 2018, under an OMA-led election, only 13.3% of eligible OMA members voted for their various OMA
leaders. Those numbers are not a co-incidence. They are a testament to section leaders’ ability to operate
under tough conditions. Ask yourself which group of leaders have your best interests at heart.

Dr. Myron Haluk is a past chair of the OMA section on emergency medicine. You can contact him at
drmhaluk@sympatico.ca. 

Opinions expressed in this article are those of the writer, and do not necessarily reflect those of
CanadianHealthcareNetwork.ca or its parent company.
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